Gist of CWC meeting in Guwahati held on 7th and 8th April 2017
*********
1- CWC meeting started with 02 minutes silence in the memory of ADTEA members
who passed away last year.
2- Membership drive:- It has been taken on top priority to increase the membership.
The president advised all the Zonal President and Zonal Secretaries to increase the
members through their state /unit secretaries in their respective zones.
3-As per the letter of Prasar Bharati issued in September 2015 it is being clarified that
the newly recruited engineering assistant and technicians who joined their services
after 5 October 2007 can get the membership of the registered Association only. The
president assured that ADTEA will fight for their legitimate rights.
4- Please convey your DDO's that the RSA- Subscription will be deposited in the
account of ADTEA through RTGS/ NEFT. You can also deposit the Multi City Cheque
directly in the bank account of your city. If you are not able to deposit the cheque/
DD in your city/ town then you can send it to the president on his postal address
through registered post /speed post /courier only.
Bank-Punjab National Bank, Branch-5, Sansad Marg,New Delhi.A/C No0153000109729320,
RTGS/NEFT IFS codePUNB00153000109729320.
President's residential address:Shri Shyamvir Singh,
IIIrd/227,Kamla Nehru Nagar,Near ALT Centre ,Ghaziabad,UP,
PIN-201002,
Mobile-9999279818.
5-Helper's court case:- Next hearing is on 24th July 2017. President conveyed to CWC
that the Honorable Court has given instructions to government counsel to represent
his plea and argument before the court on 24th July 2017.ADTEA is also a party in
that case and it is for generalization.
6- 4K Technicians pay scale matter:-This issue is being persuaded by the central body
to get the order from DG AIR. It is expected that it would be solved next week.
7- 4K to 4.5K then 5K technicians issue:- President told that it will be necessary to file
the court case to get the 5K pay scale after getting 4.5K.
8-5K Technicians issue:- The order will be issued from DG AIR after receiving the
answer from MIB. Central body is closely monitoring and pursuing the matter.

9- 5K to 6.5K Pay scale to EA who is ADTEA member:-Now the issue has been solved.
10-DED/D.Tech
M.Tech merger:Merger of DED with Technician and merger of D. Tech/M.Tech with Sr.Technician.
But it is possible to achieve through cader
restructuring.This demand of ADTEA has already been added in each Cadre Review
Report but it will be better to raise this issue after some issues related to
Tech/Sr.Tech is solved.
11- 5400 grade pay to Assistant Engineer who is the member of ADTEA:-The list of
ADTEA members who are bearing the post of assistant engineer has been submitted
in the court .You have already been conveyed that the case has been decided in our
favour.
12- Patna ACP for EA/ SEA/AE :-The ADTEA has already given the letter to I&B
ministry and reminder will be send shortly .The speaking order of DG AIR dated 13th
October 2015 will be challenged by our association in the CAT, principal bench New
Delhi.
13-CWC has once again decided that the more WhatsApp groups should be created
at Zone/State/US levels to communicate the association activities and receive the
input/suggestions from our members.It is decided again that the discipline on the
WhatsApp groups will be followed strictly.S o please be aware of it and convey the
other ADTEA friends.
Regards!

B D Jaiswal,
Publicity Secretary,
Central Body,
ADTEA.

